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Overview
Introduction:	topic,	TPA	as	a	central	issue,	national	circumstances.

1. Organisation	of	the	upstream	gas	pipelines	network:	the	basics
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2. Regulatory	framework	for	TPA	in	Norway
3. Definition	of	the	upstream	gas	infrastructures	in	Norwegian	law
4. Actors	in	the	upstream	gas	pipelines	network	in	Norway
5. TPA	to	Gassled
6. Capacity	reservation	and	allocation	in	Gassled
7. Regulation	of	the	tariff	access	in	Gassled
8. Enforcement	aspects	of	TPA
9. TPA	to	other	infrastructures
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Introduction

(i)	Purpose	and	scope	of	the	lecture	

– Scope:	
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Third	Party	Access	(TPA)	to	the	upstream	gas	pipeline	network,	on	the	Norwegian	continental	shelf	
(NCS),	with	focus	on	Gassled.	
TPA	to	the	other	upstream	infrastructures	also	reviewed.

– Conditions	for	access	to	these	infrastructures	– Central	issues:

• Which	infrastructures	are	included	in	the	upstream	network?
• Which	infrastructures	are	accessible	to	third	parties?
• Who	is	entitled	to	access?
• Who	gives	access?
• What	are	the	conditions	(including	costs,	contractual	terms)	for	accessing?
• How	is	enforced	the	right	to	access?	Can	it	be	denied?

– Be	aware of the links	between the gas	sales	market	(next lecture)	and	the gas	transportation market	
(this lecture).

(ii) Why is TPA important ?

• The big picture: Maximising the value of the national petroleum resources for the benefit of
the Norwegian people and society.
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See Section 1‐2, Petroleum Act (PA):
“Resource management of petroleum resources shall be carried out in a long‐term perspective
for the benefit of the Norwegian society as a whole. In this regard the resource management
shall provide revenues to the country and shall contribute to ensuring welfare, employment
and an improved environment, as well as to the strengthening of Norwegian trade and industry
and industrial development, and at the same time take due regard to regional and local policy
considerations and other activities.”

• The immediate objectives: Towards an effective resource management through a
competitive, transparent and non‐discriminatory access.

See Section 2, Regulations relating to the use of facilities by others (IR):
“[…] to achieve efficient use of facilities in order to ensure good incentives for licensees to
conduct exploration and production activities with a view to promoting efficient resource
management”.
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• The detailed picture of the TPA benefits

‐ TPA is a central instrument for ensuring competition:

‐ Energy transport industry regarded as a natural monopoly.
‐ TPA regime allows to: establish transport capacity, increase capacity and ensure efficient

operation of the system.
‐ Competition happens and is based on the free movement of natural gas and transparency
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provisions.

‐ TPA is a key instrument in the perspective of the European gas market:

‐ Contributes to the establishment of a competitive internal gas market. See Recitals (6), (7) og
(8) and Art. 20.2 Direktiv 2003/55/EF. See Recitals (4), (23; rep.) and Art. 34.2 Direktiv
2009/73/EC.

‐ Market opening provides free choice of supplier for customers.
‐ Access to the transportation network is the precondition for competition:

”New entrants into gas markets require access to gas import infrastructure (such as pipelines
and LNG terminals). Insufficient access to infrastructure limits their ability to acquire) ff f y q
customers, no matter how competitive their offers may be. Preventing new entrants from
gaining access to infrastructure therefore, hinders the development of competition in energy
markets.” (IP/09/1872, Antitrust case, GDF Suez)

‐ But also a controversial concept: limits owners’ rights and private parties
contractual freedom. Not a perfect instrument either: see list of exemptions in the
gas directive.

• TPA,	a	familiar concept in	competition law:	see ”Essential Facilities Doctrine”

– Definition of Essential Facilities Doctrine.	
– The	concept of essential facilities (in	particular applicable to	network industries).	

See Commission	Decision Sea Containers/Stena Sealink (OJ	[1994]	L15,	p.8).
– Review of access to	essential facilities under	EU/EEA	competition rules:	under	Art.	
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101‐102	TFEU	(formerly Art.	81	and	Art.	82	EC	Treaty).

– The	doctrine in	EU	case	law:	never	recognised by	ECJ;	reference in	several advocate
general	opinions:
Ex:	Oscar	Bronner,	C‐/97,	of 28	May	1998.

– ECJ	ruling regarding preferential access to	energy transport	networks:	C‐17/03	of 7	
June	2005.

• EU	competition policy	as	applied to	the gas	sector,	see:

– Sector Inquiry,	European	Commission,	COM(2006)	851	final.	q y, p , ( )
– Third liberalisation package (2009).
– 2009	benchmark review ”Report	on	progress	in	creating	the	internal	gas	and	

electricity	market”	(COM(2010)	84	final);
– Energy	Roadmap 2050.
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(iii) The Norwegian context

– Focus on gas export:

• Increase gas export from the NCS (see: Langeled www.ormenlange.com ,
S h it Gj G k t Sht k ) N t iti Ald /A ld
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Snøhvit, Gjøa Gasseksport ; Shtokman). Nye opportunities: Aldous/Avaldsnes
discovery (2011)

• As of today, few amounts of domestic gas consumption:
– See St. meld. Nr. 9 Om innenlands bruk av naturgass (2002‐2003);
– Towards an increased commercial use of natural gas at domestic level:
establishment of an ”arena” by Gassco, approved by MPE (press release
11.09.2009).

– Historical background of TPA in Norway:
• a regulatory framework largely influenced by EU legislation (towards a• a regulatory framework largely influenced by EU legislation (towards a
European gas market), but not only. TPA as a tool for establishing a competitive
market in natural gas. See previous slide.

• 2001 reform.
• The necessity to further elaborate the TPA upstream.

(iv) Some figures about the Norwegian upstream gas pipeline network

• More than 7800 km of offshore gas pipelines. Most part is 
Gassled.

• 99 to 99.5% of the natural gas produced on the Norwegian
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Continental Shelf (NCS) exported. 

• Total gas production in 2006: 87 billion scm. (15 per cent 
European consumption).

Total gas production in details:
• In 2009: 96.6 billion standard cubic metres (bn scm) of gas 
were delivered to receiving terminals.
• Total volume of other products delivered from
the gas transport system: 8.65 mill tonnes (ethane, propane, 
butanes, naphtha and condensate (light oil)).
• Compared to 2008: 94.6 bn scm exported + 1.9 bn scm
delivered for injection into fields on the NCS + 1.1 bn scm
supplied for domestic consumption.
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1. Organisation	of	the	upstream	gas	pipeline	network:	
the	basics

• Distinction between upstream and	downstream gas	
infrastructures:	Petroleum	Act/Natural Gas	Act

– Natural	Gas	Act (LOV	2002‐06‐28	nr	61),	§ 1:	”Loven	kommer	til	
anvendelse	på	overføring,	distribusjon,	forsyning	og	lagring	av	naturgass	

ikk f l 29 b 1996 72

PRODUCTION
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som	ikke	omfattes	av	lov	29.	november	1996	nr.	72	om	
petroleumsvirksomhet.”

• Distinction between the 2	categories of upstream pipelines within
the Norwegian network.	
2	distinctive legal	regimes	(Section 69.1	PR):

– Gassled:	PA	Section 4‐8	+	PR,	Chapter 9	+	TR;
– Others:	PA	Section 4‐8		+	parts	of Chap 9	+	Regulations

relating to	the use of facilities by	others (IR).

• Challenges:

TRANSMISSION

g
– The	different categories of pipelines:

• Field‐to‐coast and	coast‐to‐coast pipelines.
• Inter‐field and	intra‐field pipelines.

– Which infrastructure is	included at	midstream level and	
which rules apply?

– How to	qualify the new infrastructures,	like	LNG‐terminals?

(Source: www.total.com)

DISTRIBUTION

2.	Regulatory	framework	
for	TPA	in	Norway

2.1.	 Norway’s obligations regarding the EEA	Agreement

‐ St.	meld.	Nr.	27	(2001‐2002)	Om	EØS‐samarbeidet	1994‐2001;
‐ ”Rapporten	om	EØS‐avtalen”	by	Norway’s Ambassador to	the EU	(2009);
‐ Entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty on 1	December 2009.
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2.2.	 The	TPA	principles contained in	secondary EU	law:

– Directive 98/30/EC of the European	Parliament and	of the Councilof 22	June,	1998	concerning common rules for	the
internal market	in	natural gas	(OJ	L	204	of 21.7.1998),	as	amended.	EØS	Committee	Decision nr.	123/2001	Art.	1.	
Repealed by:

– Directive 2003/55/EC of the European	Parliament and	of the Council of 23	June	2003	concerning common rules for	
the Internal market	in	natural gas	(OJ	L	176	of 15.7.2003,	p.57),	as	amended.	EØS	Committee	Decision nr.	146/205	of 2	
December 2005.	Repealed by:

– Directive 2009/73/EC	of the European	Parliament and	of the Council of 13	July 2009	concerning common rules for	
the internal market	in	natural gas	(OJ	L	211	of 14.8.2009,	p.94),	as	rectified.	Entry into force:	3	September	2009.

– Regulation (EC)	nr.	1775/2005	of the European	Parliament and	of the Council of 28	September	2005	on conditions
for access to the natural gas transmission networks (OJ L289 of 3.11.2005, p.1) – Integrated in the EEA Agreement byfor	access to	the natural gas	transmission networks (OJ	L289	of 3.11.2005,	p.1)	 Integrated in	the EEA	Agreement by	
Decision 102/2007.	Repealed by:

– Regulation (EC)	nr.	715/2009	of the Euroepan Parliament and	of the Council of 13	July 2009	on conditions for	access
to	the natural gas	transmission networks (OJ	L211	of 14.08.2009).

2.3.	 Applicable provisions in	primary EU	law as	integrated in	EEA	Agreement

Abuse of dominant	position :	Art.	102	TFEU	(former	Art.	82	ECT)	=	Art.	54	EEA	=	§11	Norwegian Competition Act.
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2.3. Norwegian	legal	framework

– Act	29	November	1996	No.	72	relating	to	petroleum	activities	(Petroleum	Act	
‐ PA).
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– Regulations	to	Act	to	petroleum	activities,	laid	down	by	Royal	Decree	27	June	
1997	pursuant	to	Act	29	November	1996	No.	72	relating	to	petroleum	
activities	(Petroleum	Regulations	– PR).

– Regulations	relating	to	the	stipulation	of	tariffs	etc.	for	certain	facilities,	laid	
down	by	the	Ministry	of	Petroleum	and	Energy	20	December	2002	pursuant	
to	section	10‐18	first	§ and	section	4‐8	of	th	Act	29	November	1996	No.	72	
relating	to	petroleum	activities	(Tariffs	Regulations	‐ TR).

– Regulations	relating	to	the	use	of	facilities	by	others,	laid	down	by	the	
Ministry	of	Petroleum	and	Energy	on	20	December	2005	pursuant	to	Section	
10‐18,	first	§,	and	Section	4‐8	of	the	Act	of	29	November	1996	No.	72	relating	
to	petroleum	activities	(Infrastructure	Regulations	– IR).

3.	Definition of the upstream gas	infrastructures
in	Norwegian law
• Section 1‐6 (m) PA.
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“Any pipeline or network of pipelines operated or constructed as part of an oil or gas production project,
or used to convey natural gas from one or more production facilities of this type to a processing plant, a
terminal or a final landing terminal. Those parts of such networks and facilities that are used for local
production activities of a deposit where the natural gas is produced are not regarded as upstream
pipeline networks.”

See Article 2.2 Directive 2009/73/EC.
See Ot. prp. Nr. 43 (1995‐1996) Om lov om petroleumsvirksomhet, p. 17.

• Section 4‐8, al.1, PA: ”… facilities comprised by Sections 4‐2 and 4‐3, and which are own by a licensee,…”

• Section 4‐8, al. 1, 2nd sentence PA:

“ access to upstream pipeline networks, including facilities supplying technical services incidental to such
access”.

• Section 59 PR, al.1: “ need of transportation and/or processing” (Section 69, al. 2, PR)
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4.	Actors in	the upstream gas	pipeline	network

• Ministry of Petroleum	and	Energy	(MPE).
• Gassled owner of the gas pipeline network (See def Section 60 §1 PR )
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Gassled,	owner of the gas	pipeline	network.	(See def.	Section 60,	§1,	PR.)
• Gassco,	operator	of the gas	pipeline	network =	ISO.
• Formerly:	the Gas	Negotiations Committee	(GFU).
• Third parties:	gas	undertakings	and	eligible customers.

NB	1:	modification of Section 1‐6	(o),	PA.	From	and	after 1	July 2007,	eligible
customers are all	customers (except households).	In	accordance with market	
opening agenda	defined in	Article 37.1	of Directive 2009/73/EC	(Market	
opening)	(formerly Article 23.1	Directive 2003/55/EC).

NB	2:	The	right	to	access (Section 59	PR,	1	al.)	goes together with an	
obligation for	the owner (Section 61,	1	al.	PR).

5.	The	regulatory	approach	to	TPA

5.1. Legal definition of the TPA

• Legal basis for TPA: Section 4‐8, PA, ”the use of facilities by others”.

• EU directives focus on TPA downstream (”gas within”) Norwegian legislation more specific
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• EU directives focus on TPA downstream ( gas within ). Norwegian legislation more specific
and detailed regarding TPA upstream (”gas into”).

• Details of the relationship owner/user: agreed upon in separate commercial agreements.

5.2. Modalities of access: negotiated vs. regulated

According to the EU Directive (implemented through EEA Agreement), Member States may
organise access to the infrastructure in one of the following ways, even combining them:

• Regulated access: Access is regulated on the basis of tariffs and/or other published• Regulated access: Access is regulated on the basis of tariffs and/or other published
provisions and obligations for use of the network;

• Negotiated access: Access is negotiated between parties on the basis of the publication of
the main commercial conditions for use of the system.
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6.	Capacity	reservation	and	allocation

6 1 Th i f ” i ”
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6.1 The	notion	of	”spare	capacity”

• Definition:	Section	60,	al.2,	PR

• Determination	of	available/spare	capacities	(Section	61,	al.1‐2,	PR).

6.2	Common	conditions	for	access

a) ”a duly substantiated reasonable need of transportation and/or processing of naturala) a	duly	substantiated	reasonable	need	of	transportation	and/or	processing	of	natural	
gas”	(PR	Section	59,	al.1);

b) ”reasonably	compatible	with	the	technical	requirements”	(PR	Section	59,	al.3).

Objective:	efficient	operation

Right to use

capacity in UPN

Operator Natural gas undertakings

and eligible customers

for

approval

decision
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Conditions to access

(Section 59 PR)

• Who are right to access: natural gas undertakings and eligible 
customers (PR Section 59 + 60, al.1);

who

• ”have a duly substantiated reasonable need of transportation 

Owner

/Gassled

pp

and/or processing of natural gas” (PR Section 59, al.1);

and

• process/transport natural gas that is ”reasonably compatible with 
the technical requirements” (PR Section 59, al.3).

• Operator can decide further conditions after consultation with 
owner and users (PR Section 59, al.4).
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6.3	Procedure	for	reservation	and	allocation	of	capacity

• Distinction	between	primary	and	secondary	markets.	Benefits	of	the	establishment	of	
capacity	markets.

• Reservation and allocation of capacity on the primarymarket (Sections 61 and 62 PR)
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Reservation	and	allocation	of	capacity	on	the	primary	market (Sections	61	and	62,	PR).

‐ Time	monitoring	under	reservation	and	allocation	procedure	(Section	61,	al.	3,	PR).
‐ Assistance	mechanism	between	users	in	case	of	delivery	problems:	Section	6	”Help	etc.”,	TR.

• Access	to	capacity	on	the	secondary	market (Section	64,	PR)

• See	”Booking”	under	Gassco	websiden:	http://www.gassco.no/		og		
http://www.gasviagasled.no

6.4 Derogation	regime:	Case	of	refusal	of	access	to	the	system	(Section	59,	al.	5,	
PR )PR.)

• Access	given	on	objective	and	non‐discriminatory	basis	(Section	59,	al.1.	PR).	

• Access	can	also	be	refused.	(Section	59,	al.5,	PR).

7.	Regulation	of	the	tariff	access

7.1. Definition. Section 60, al. 5, Petroleum Regulations:

‐ Tariff means ”payment for the right to use capacity in upstream pipeline network”.
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I.e.: ”tariff per unit for the right to use an entry, exit or processing” (TR, Section 4).

‐ See Recital (22) of gas directive II 2003/54/EC: ”Further measures should be taken in order to ensyre
transparent and non discriminatory tariffs for access to transportation. Those tariffs should be
applicable to all users on a non discriminatory basis.”

7.2. Regulated tariffs in the primary market:

– Section 63 PR:
• Owner must follow the rules of PR for payment (Section 63, al.2, PR);
• Capacity fee (Section 63 al 2 PR)• Capacity fee (Section 63, al. 2, PR);
• 2 tariffs elements: capital and operating.

– Regulations relating to the stipulation of tariffs etc. for certain facilities: tariff determining
procedure.

– See Gassled Tariff Zones: A to H. See TR and GasViaGasled.

7.3. Negotiatied prices in the secondary market (Section 64, PR).
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Booking	points:
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Note: Tampen Link included as zone F since 1 sept. 2007 (Gassco as operator). In total, zones A-H. 

For updated tariff zones, see Gassled Gassled Tariffer 2010

Relevant	documents	concerning	access	to	capacity	in	Gassled:	
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– Terms	and	conditions	for	transportation	of	gas	in	Gassled;
– Company	Agreements;
– Booking	Manual;
– Shipper	Manual;
– Standard	Agreement	for	Trading	of	capacity	in	the	Secondary	Market.
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8.	Enforcement	aspects	of	TPA
8.1.Discretionary	powers	of	the	MPE	(Section	67	PR)

• In	the	control	of	the	implementation	of	TPA	rules	to	UPN.
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• Can	order	to	give	third	parties	capacity	rights.
• Can	order	distribution	and	redistribution	or	capacity.
• Compensation	in	case	of	loses.

8.2.Agreements	for	use	of	capacity	(Section	65	PR)

• Standard	agreement	elaborated	by	Gassco	and	approved	by	MPE.
• Possible	notification	of	capacity	contracts.

8.3.Dispute settlement procedure (Section 68, PR)8.3.Dispute	settlement	procedure	(Section	68,	PR)

• Art.	34.3	Directive	2009/73/EC:	”have	in	place	dispute‐settlement	arrangements,	including	an	
authority	independent	of	the	parties.”

• UPN	=	MPE	(DPN	=	NVE)

9.	TPA	to	other	infrastructures

• Objective: defined in Section 2 IR, ensure an efficient use of the resources on the NCS.
More precisely: ensure continued/increased exploration following the expansion of
production areas on the NCS, in particular in mature areas; effective and transparent
negotiation process for access; secure revenues to the State as high as possible (see
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negotiation process for access; secure revenues to the State as high as possible (see
Section 1‐2 PA).

• Legal basis: PA Section 4‐8 (same rules applicable); Regulations relating to the use of
facilities by others (FOR 2005‐12‐20 nr. 1625) – Entry into force: 01.01.2006.

– Previous guidelines from the Norwegian Oil Industry Association (Oljeindustriens
landsforening, OLF) repealed.

• Definition of other infrastructures: other existing offshore facilities than gas
infrastructures. Cover both development facilities, oil pipelines and some gas pipelines
falling within the scope of application of IR.g p pp

– The practical distinction with the infrastructures like ”facilities supplying technical
services incidental to such access” (PA Section 4‐8) may be problematic.
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• Access regime for third parties to other infrastructures: general principle defined in PR,
i.e. negotiated TPA with exceptions (Gassled).

– IR: negotiated access with regulation of negotiating process (terms and
conditions of the agreement pricing principles dispute settlement reporting
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conditions of the agreement, pricing principles, dispute settlement, reporting
obligations to the MPE.

– A common frame for the negotiating process – Does not fix all the details.

• Relevant document for negotiating the agreement:
– ”Terms and Conditions for Third Party Use of Installations ‐ Presented in the context

of a tie‐in and processing agreement”

• Litterature: Ø. N. Nyhus, Tredjepartsbruk av offshoreinstallasjoner, MARIUS nr. 374,
(Sjørettsfondet, 2009).
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